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2010 Product Catalogue
We are a primarily an Internet-based store, so we do not publish a
conventional mail-order catalogue. Such a catalogue would go out-of-date
almost as quickly as it were printed. So instead we attempt to keep this
informal catalogue as up to date as possible. But we do make frequent
changes and additions to the products we offer on the website. So be
sure to check our site for the most up to date products and prices.

www.bee-commerce.com
Internet Superstore for Quality Beekeeping Supplies and Online Advice

HAVE A QUESTION ABOUT BEEKEEPING?
Bee-commerce offers the highest quality beekeeping supplies and equipment designed just for the backyard beekeeper. We urge you to think of bee-commerce as your personal
beekeeping mentor. I would be happy to personally answer any questions
you have about our products or your bees. Just send me an email at
info@bee-commerce.com and I will email you get back within a few hours!
Or call us most any weekday afternoon after 3pm (Eastern Time) at the
warehouse: (203) 222-2268. Leslie and Ellen are both certified “Master
Beekeepers”, and everyone at Bee-Commerce is a knowledgeable
beekeeper who will be pleased to provide you with helpful guidance. If
you’d like to order a product, you can do so online using our secure
shopping cart, or you can call our toll-free number, 800-784-1911, to place
your order. Many of our products are shipped within 24-hours of receiving
your order. And with our 100% satisfaction guarantee, you can order with
complete confidence.
Happy beekeeping! Leslie Huston, President www.bee-commerce.com

PACKAGE BEES AND QUEENS
Quality beekeeping supplies from bee-commerce deserve quality bees and queens. We are pleased to
suggest the following suppliers as reputable sources for healthy and productive bees and queens. Note
that bees are typically in short supply, so we have included a number of suppliers for you to consider.
Give them a call directly to place your order for bees or queens. Note you must order your bees directly
from one of these apiaries – bee-commerce is not able to take orders for bees. But we look forward to
meeting all of you needs for supplies and equipment!
Olivarez Honey Bees
1750 Dayton Road
Chico, CA. 95828
Telephone: 1-(530)-865-0298
www.ohbees.com

Wilbanks Apiaries
P.O. Box 12
Claxton, GA 30417
Telephone: 1-(912)-739-4820

B. Weaver Apiaries
16481 CR 319
Navasota, TX 77868
Telephone: 1-(936)-825-7312
www.beeweaver.com

Need Help Finding Bees in Your Immediate Area? If you have trouble locating package bees for this
season, go to www.beeculture.com and click on "Contact Beekeepers". Then select your state. You'll find
a helpful listing of bee associations in your area. One of these resources may be able to help you locate
bees locally.
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START-UP KITS
Super Deluxe Start-Up Kit. This is our most popular start-up kit. You get
everything listed in our Best-Quality kit, plus valuable extras that will allow your
colony to grow and prosper. Perfect for over-wintering bees! Here's what's in our
super deluxe package: bee-commerce's best quality hivetop feeder so you can
easily feed and medicate your bees; two best-quality clear pine deep hive bodies
with metal frame rests (one super for brood, and one for the bees' food storage);
20 wooden deep frames; 20 sheets of deep foundation and metal support pins;
cypress wood hive stand; our how-to video, "An Introduction to Beekeeping";
reversible entrance reducer; cypress bottom board; all-wood tongue & groove inner
cover; best-quality cypress hive cover has metal clad cover with double folded corners; 10" hive tool; BeeCalmer smoker with full metal guard; and our best-quality all-cotton Chilly™ Veil and a pair of top-quality
leather gloves. As a free service, we pre-build the hive cover and bottom board for you! Simply put,
there's no better quality start-up kit on the market. We absolutely guarantee it. A quality value that will last
you for many years! This kit includes your choice from two popular beekeeping books: “Beekeeping for
Dummies”; or “The Queen and I” (see descriptions under “Books and Videos” later in this catalogue).
Just let us know which book title you want included with your startup kit. Price: $375.00
Best Quality Start-Up Kit. Ready to begin your love affair with honeybees? This
kit includes everything you need to get your first colony of bees up and running
fast. Note that other start-up kits on the market sometimes use second and even
third grade components and inferior quality materials. They even exclude some
items to cut costs. Not ours. Our start-up kit has it all, and ensures many years of
service by utilizing the best-quality components on the market today. Here's what
you get: best-quality clear pine deep hive body reversible entrance reducer
;cypress bottom board ;cypress tongue & groove inner cover ;best-quality cypress
hive cover has metal clad outer -cover with double folded corners; 10 wooden deep
frames with pure beeswax foundation and support pins ;metal frame rests; 10"" hive tool ;Bee-Calmer
smoker with full metal guard; best-quality all-cotton Chilly™ Veil; and a pair of best-quality leather gloves.
As a free service, we pre-build the hive cover and bottom board for you! This is a perfect hive for warmer
weather climates, as only one deep hive body is needed for colonies that do not have to endure harsh
winters. This kit includes your choice from two popular beekeeping books: “Beekeeping for Dummies”; or
“The Queen and I” (see descriptions under “Books and Videos” later in this catalogue). Just let us know
which book title you want included with your startup kit. NOTE: Consider adding our HiveTopper™
hivetop feeder! Price: $239.95
Medium Depth Hive Kit. I love this hive! Medium depth hive bodies are 6-5/8"
deep. That's shallower than a deep hive body, and deeper than a shallow super.
They can be used both as brood boxes and for collecting honey! That a sensible
compromise: one standard size for both bees and honey! A lighter-weight hive
that's easier on your back. And with only one size on the hive, everything is
interchangeable! Our best-quality medium depth hive kit includes: two medium hive
bodies made from top quality premium-grade clear pine with strong box joint
construction. Kit also includes 20 best-quality medium-depth frames and pure beeswax foundation,
hardware, cypress inner cover, cypress outer cover with metal roof, and our cypress bottom board. As
always, the very best quality. As your colony grows and collects more honey, just purchase additional
mediums and stack them up. NOTE: Consider adding our HiveTopper™ hivetop feeder! Price: $169.95

Deep Depth Hive Kit. Need an extra hive setup? This standard deep-depth hive
kit will do the trick! Our best-quality deep depth hive kit includes: two deep hive
bodies made from top quality premium-grade clear pine with strong box joint
construction (deep hive bodies are 9-5/8" deep). Kit also includes 20 best-quality
deep-depth frames and pure beeswax foundation, hardware, cypress inner cover,
cypress outer cover with metal roof, and our cypress bottom board. As always, the
very best quality. NOTE: Consider adding our HiveTopper™ hivetop feeder!
Price: $184.95
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Deluxe 5-Frame Nuc Kit. Every beekeeper should consider having a nuc or two
in their bee yard. These small 5-frame nuc hives (nucleus hive) are a great way to
keep a spare queen on hand for emergency re-queening. They are also handy for
holding the swarms that you catch. And if you use bees for apitheraphy, here's a
hive that's easy to maintain and gives you a continuous supply of bees for your
sting therapy. Ours is made of beautiful and durable cypress wood. It comes with 5
deep frames, 5 deep beeswax foundation, and all the hardware you need to
assemble the frames and hive body. Note that as a service to you, the metal clad
outer cover and bottom board come fully assembled. Price: $54.95

Beekeeper’s Basic Toolkit. Here are all of a beekeeper's basic tools bundled
together in this handy kit. You get our Best Quality Chilly Veil, a Bee-Calmer
Smoker (to calm the bees), our best-quality 10" steel hive tool (to manipulate
frames) and a pair of our premium-quality butter-soft leather gloves (please
indicate your size preference for gloves: ladies or gentlemen). NOTE: Consider
adding a great how-to book, "Beekeeping for Dummies". Price: $95.00

Deluxe 6-Frame Professional Observation Hive. Watch bees come and go, and
enjoy these remarkable creatures like you've never seen them before! A terrific
educational tool that is perfect for schools and nature centers. This six frame
observation hive is made exclusively by bee-commerce. Includes a built-in hivetop
feeder, 3 deep frames and foundation and 3 shallow frames and foundation. Two
plexiglass viewing windows with privacy panels. Plastic tube leads outside so bees
can come and go. Fully assembled and ready to paint or stain to match your decor.
Note: this observation hive is not intended to be used outdoors. Please allow 6-8
weeks for delivery (they are made by us to order). Comes fully assembled. Price: $624.95

TOOLS & GADGETS
Optivisor Binocular Magnifier. Spotting tiny eggs can be a big challenge for
beekeepers. But not anymore. This fabulous high quality binocular magnifier brings
eggs into sharp focus by enlarging your view 250%. See details like you've never
seen them before! Comfortable headband is fully adjustable to fit any size.
Magnifier tilts up and out of the way when not in use, and can be worn over
prescription eyeglasses and under your veil. A quality precision instrument that
greatly improves vision and will increase your efficiency during hive inspections.
You'll wonder how you ever did without our OptiVisor. Price: $43.95
Bee-Calmer Stainless Smoker. A rugged and well-constructed smoker that will
last you for many seasons. Stainless steel construction means it will never rust.
Unique full depth stainless inner fire box provides great air circulation. Full metal
guard protects you and surfaces from the hot fire box. Strong bellows and large
chimney hole produce lots of thick, cool smoke. Ten and a half inches tall. Majestic!
This is the Rolls Royce of smokers. Guaranteed! Be sure to check out our smoker
fuel. Price: $37.95
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Aromatic Smoker Fuel. This custom smoker fuel is a mixture of several plants,
including Sumac (a mite retardant). It creates a pleasant aroma for the beekeeper
and cool smoke for the bees. Use as is, or mix with your own smoker fuel to enhance
its aromatic qualities.. Price: $12.95

Long Burning Smoker Fuel. Keeping a smoker up and running can be one of the
most challenging aspects of beekeeping. But fueling up your smoker is easy when
you use our long burning smoker fuel. Simply light a piece of paper, drop it into
your smoker, and then add a few of our compressed cotton fiber cartridges. You'll
have billows of long-lasting, cool smoke while you work your hives. This is a
tremendous timesaving convenience for the back yard beekeeper. You get 4
pounds of smoker fuel cartridges! Enough for the entire season! Price: $12.95

Liquid Bee Smoke and Mister. Put away your matches and smoker, this
stuff is great! Here's a super time-saver that really works. Just mix a oneounce concentrate packet with 16 ounces of water in a spray bottle, and you
are ready to work your bees. Use as you would use smoke. No matches, no
fire, no heat, no wasted time. Bees react to it just as they react to real smoke.
Allows quick and easy inspections with less stress to the bees. Liquid Bee
Smoke lasts indefinitely in your spray bottle. You'll love it! You get enough
concentrate for the entire season. Includes plastic mister bottle. Price: $22.95

Brad Driver and Brads. We've found that the smoothest and easiest way to install
foundation is by using this brad driver. Just push the tiny brads in place to secure
the wooden strip to the top bar of the frame. Comes with a packet of brads –
enough to do all your frames. You will love this time-saver! Price: $19.95

Specially Formulated Hive Glue. We use this best-quality hive glue when nailing
our frames, hive bodies, bottom boards, covers and stands. We wind up with
incredibly strong joints that last a lifetime. Be sure to include a bottle with your next
order of woodenware. Price: $5.95

Best Quality 10” Steel Hive Tool. The hive tool is the beekeeper's best friend.
This one's a beauty. Use the curved end for scraping and cleaning up frames. Use
the flat end for prying and removing frames. Made of high quality steel. This one
will give you a lifetime of use. Price: $9.00
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Pro Model Hook Hive Tool. We like this hive tool the best of all. Why? The
secret is in the hook. It provides the extra leverage you need to raise the frames
during your inspection. The ""Pro-Model"" is the most-used device in our toolkit.
You'll wonder how you ever lived without it. Made of high quality steel. Price:
$18.95

Handy Dandy Frame Perch. Here's a super-helpful device that I guarantee you
will love. This nifty product hangs on the side of your hive, giving you a convenient
and secure place to put frames during routine inspections. Holds up to three
frames, giving you plenty of room in the hive for inspections. There's no need to
put removed frames on the ground where bees can wander off or be crushed.
Keep your frames handy, and your bees happy! Heavy-gauge steel construction
with white enamel finish. Price: $21.50

Super Gentle Bee Brush. Be gentle with your bees, and they'll be gentle in return.
The long, soft bristles of this brush allow you to brush bees off frames and clothing
without hurting them. Washable with durable hardwood handle. Price: $8.25

Metal Foundation Support Pins. Talk about a timesaver! Using these metal,
beveled support pins is far easier than the tedium of cross wiring your foundation
for support. In fact, it's the only support system we recommend. Similar to tiny
clothespins, they add strength and support to your beeswax foundation. Simply
press the metal pins through the holes in our wooden frames, so the foundation is
nestled in the pin's slot. Simple, fast and effective! Note that support pins are
included when you order foundation from Bee-Commerce. Get these if you need
extras.
Price (Enough for 10 frames): $4.00
Price (Enough for 50 frames): $19.95

BEEKEEPING APPAREL
Best Quality Chilly Veil. This is the same veil we include with our start-up kits.
Our Best Quality Chilly™ Bee Veils are the highest quality on the market, and are
only available from bee-commerce.com. This premium veil is made from the finest
high thread count 100% cotton, and incorporates strong fault-felled stitching and 4
heavy-duty boning hoops to ensure the hood's shape (most other veils only use 3
hoops). One size fits all. You will love this product - we guarantee your satisfaction
100%. Price: $48.95

Deluxe Veil with Full Blouse. This veil with blouse is cool, comfortable and
provides excellent protection. Other bee veils just can't compare. Bee-Commerce
's veils use the finest materials, strong fault-felled stitching, and heavy-duty boning
hoops to ensure the hood's shape. The pullover style has long sleeves and
incorporates smooth operating rustproof nylon zippers and elastic cuffs. Hands
down, this is the best veil and blouse combo on the market. Price: $98.95
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Veil with Ventilated Vest. The secret to this veil is its cool and comfortable
ventilated vest. Bee-Commerce uses the finest materials, strong fault-felled
stitching, and heavy-duty boning hoops to ensure the hood's shape. Our ventilated
vest incorporates smooth operating rustproof nylon zippers. Hands down, this is
the best ventilated veil on the market. Price: $76.00

Pocket Veil. This is a mighty nifty and inexpensive veil. I keep a couple for guests,
and one in the glove compartment of my car (for swarm captures). Lightweight and
flexible enough to fit in your pocket. Designed to be used with any cap or hat.
Price: $17.50

Butter Soft Leather Gloves. While I prefer not to use gloves when doing regular
inspection of my bees (bare hands give me much more dexterity) I do welcome
using these beautiful gloves during honey harvest time. They allow me to work
quickly and with confidence as I remove honey supers from the hives. These
gloves are the finest on the market. The hands are made with butter-soft goatskin
leather, and are light grey in color. Long length white cotton sleeves. A friend
referred to these as "her Gucci bee gloves"! Please indicate size when ordering
(ladies or gentlemen). Price: $28.95

Best Value Canvas Gloves. A good value, these heavy-duty canvas gloves
provide ample protection at a great price. Elbow length sleeves with elastic closure.
Please indicate size when ordering (ladies or gentlemen). Price: $12.50

HIVES, FRAMES & WAX
Best Quality Deep Hive Body. Premium grade clear pine, with box joint
construction. Innovative design avoids breakage of top edges. Holds 10 deep
frames. Comes with nails and instructions for easy construction. Deep hive bodies
are 9 1/2" deep. Price: $26.00

Best Quality Medium Hive Body. Medium depth supers (also called "Western
Style") can be used both for collecting honey or even as brood boxes. In fact,
medium supers are used exclusively in some areas. That a sensible compromise:
one standard size for both bees and honey! Our medium depth supers are top
quality premium-grade clear pine with strong box joint construction. A snap to put
together. Tough and long lasting for many years of service. Comes with nails and
instructions for easy assembly. Medium supers are 6-5/8" deep. Price: $20.00
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Best Quality Shallow Honey Super. Premium grade clear pine, with box joint
construction for easy assembly. A snap to put together. Tough and long lasting for
many years of service. Note that your order comes with nails and metal frame
spacers. Shallow supers are 5 11/16" deep. Price: $18.00

Best Quality Deep Depth Frames. Our wood frames have wedge-type top bars
and slotted double bottom bars for easy wax insertion. Clean cut neat fit! Note that
your order comes with nails. Deep frames are 9-1/8" deep.
Price (10 deep frames): $19.95
Price (50 deep frames): $72.95

Best Quality Medium Depth Frames. Our wood frames have wedge-type top
bars and slotted double bottom bars for easy wax insertion. Clean cut neat fit! Note
that your order comes complete with nails and instructions for easy assembly.
Medium depth frames are 6-1/4" deep.
Price (10 medium frames): $19.95
Price (50 medium frames): $72.95

Best Quality Shallow Depth Frames. Our wood frames have wedge-type top bars and
slotted double bottom bars for easy wax insertion. Clean cut neat fit! Note that your order
comes with nails. Shallow frames are 5-3/8" deep.
Price (10 shallow frames): $19.95
Price (50 shallow frames): $72.95

Pure Beeswax Deep Foundation. Our pure beeswax foundation sheets are
vertically wired for strength and result in straight combs for easy manipulation. The
sheets have an "L" formed at the end of the vertical wires, allowing you to slip
these under the frame's wedge bar for added strength. Note that your order comes
with our best-quality metal support pins. Deep foundation fits 9-1/8" frames.
Price (10 deep sheets with support pins): $14.95
Price (50 deep sheets with support pins): $65.00
Pure Beeswax Medium Foundation. Our pure beeswax foundation sheets are
vertically wired for strength and result in straight combs for easy manipulation. The
sheets have an "L" formed at the end of the vertical wires, allowing you to slip
these under the frame's wedge bar for added strength. Note that your order comes
with our best-quality metal support pins. Medium foundation fits 6-1/4" frames.
Price (10 medium sheets with support pins): $13.95
Price (50 medium sheets with support pins): $50.00
Pure Beeswax Shallow Foundation. Our pure beeswax foundation sheets are
vertically wired for strength and result in straight combs for easy manipulation. The
sheets have an "L" formed at the end of the vertical wires, allowing you to slip
these under the frame's wedge bar for added strength. Note that your order comes
with our best-quality metal support pins. Shallow foundation fits 5-3/8" frames.
Price (10 shallow sheets with support pins): $12.95
Price (50 shallow sheets with support pins): $45.00
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Deep Depth Hive Body with Frames & Foundation. Deep hive bodies are most
often used as brood boxes, but can also be used for collecting honey (it's just that
they get heavy!). Each of our best-quality deep supers comes with ten deep frames,
10 deep depth sheets of pure beeswax foundation, 40 metal support pins, plus all
the other hardware you need for easy assembly. Top quality premium-grade clear
pine with strong box joint construction. As always, the very best quality. Deep supers
are 9-1/2" deep. Price: $59.95

Medium Depth Hive Body with Frames & Foundation. Medium hive bodies (also
called "Western" or "Illinois" Style") can be used for collecting honey or as brood
boxes. That a sensible compromise: one standard size for both bees and honey!
With only one size on the hive, everything is interchangeable! Each of our medium
supers comes with ten medium depth frames, 10 medium depth sheets of pure
beeswax foundation, 40 metal support pins, plus all the other hardware you need
for easy assembly. Medium supers are 6-5/8" deep. Price: $52.95

Shallow Honey Super with Frames & Foundation. Here's everything you need to
add a honey super(s) on your hive. Each shallow super comes with ten frames,
pure beeswax foundation, 40 metal support pins, 9-frame spacers plus all the
hardware and instructions you need for easy assembly. Shallow supers are 5 11/16
deep. Price: $49.95

Metal Top Telescoping Outer Hive Cover. We fully assemble these for you!
You'll appreciate the superior quality of these covers when you see the details.
Sturdy cypress wood construction with lap-joint corners. Heavy gauge galvanized
metal top has double folded edges that eliminate sharp edges and protects you
and the corners of the wood. Entire cover "telescopes" over the hive's top super for
a snug, weather-resistant fit. Price: $29.95

All-wood Inner Cover. Don't confuse this inner cover with inferior Masonite covers
offered by other suppliers. Bee-Commerce's inner covers are all-cypress wood, lap
joint construction with adjustable bee-escape/ventilation hole. Strong and durable,
these covers will provide you with many, many years of service. Comes fully
assembled. Price: $17.95

Cypress Hive Stand. We use these hive stands on all of our colonies. They
improve ventilation and protect against moisture problems by insulating the hive
from direct contact with the ground. They are also a big help in deterring skunks
from raiding your hives. The angled ""front porch"" gives your bees a handy landing
platform as they Go to the hive. Quality constructed in long-lasting cypress wood.
Note that your order comes with nails and instructions for easy assembly. Price:
$17.95
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HiveTopper™ Hivetop Feeder. Here’s the easiest and
most effective way to feed your bees. The HiveTopper
feeder is a bee-commerce exclusive, designed and built
to our specifications. Its one-piece seamless
construction is fabricated from very rugged quality plastic
(like the bumpers on your automobile). Durable, foodsafe, weatherproof, UV resistant, and completely leakproof. Bees feed on syrup via a rust-proof screened
access. The screening is attached with rust-proof
screws, and can be removed for easy cleaning. With the
screens removed, the HiveTopper can be nested and
stacked for easy storage. Our unique design allows you
to refill the feeder without ever disturbing your bees and with no risk of getting stung! Holds a whopping 3
gallons of syrup. You can even use it to provide water to your bees throughout the season. Sparkling
white color. These magnificent feeders from Bee-Commerce will last you for many, many seasons. Get
one for each colony. Price: $36.00

Best Quality Queen Excluder. Place this queen excluder beneath your honey
crop to keep the queen from laying eggs in the honey supers. Wooden frame holds
precisely spaced metal grid. This spacing allows foraging bees to pass through
freely, but keeps the queen down below. You'll want one of these for each of your
colonies. Price: $17.95
Best Quality Cypress Bottom Board. Made of weather-resistant cypress wood,
these heavy-duty bottom boards will last for years. Tongue & Groove construction
for superior strength. Comes fully assembled! Price: $19.95

Best Quality Screened Bottom Board. Improve ventilation and monitor mite
populations using our screened bottom boards. Ours include a removable drawer
that allows for easy cleaning and easy counting of the mites that have fallen off the
bees. Comes fully assembled and ready to use! Be sure to order one of these for
each of your hives! Price: $19.95

Slatted Ventilation Rack. Place one of these cypress racks on top of your hive's
bottom board. The rack does an excellent job in helping air circulation throughout
the hive. Result? No cold drafts in the front of the hive, which in turn encourages
the queen to lay eggs right to the very front of the combs. More eggs mean more
bees, stronger hives, and more honey for you! Price: $17.95

Best Pollen Trap. Pollen is one of the richest and purest natural foods. Now you
can collect pollen for your own nutritional use using this beautifully designed and
easy-to-use pollen trap. Simply place this device at the entrance of your hive. The
unique design gently and safely brushes the pollen off the worker bees' as they
return to the hive. The pollen is collected in the trap's storage drawer. The design
also allows for some of the pollen to get through for the bees' use. Get one for
each hive! Price: $79.95
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MEDICATION FOR YOUR BEES
Deluxe Medication Kit. Medicating and feeding your bees is essential for
maintaining their health and ensuring a big honey harvest. But maybe you're not
too sure which products you need. Don't worry. We've taken all the guesswork out
for you. This new super deluxe kit has every essential medication and product you
need to keep your bees strong and healthy. Terra-Brood feed mix with Terramycin
(to prevent European and American Foulbrood), Fumagilin-B (to prevent Nosema),
Apistan (to control Varroa mites), four Menthol packs (to control Tracheal mites)
and a bottle of HONEY B HEALTHY feeding stimulant to promote a vigorous
colony of honeybees. Our Kit comes with detailed instructions. Price: $89.95

Fumagilin-B. Used as an aid in the prevention of Nosema. Just add a teaspoon of
Fumagilin-B to a gallon of sugar syrup. Feed this medicated syrup to each of your
hives in the Spring, Fall, or as required. Your bees will reward you with lots and
lots of honey.
Price (.5 grams):
$18.95
Price (2.0 grams): $42.95
Price (9.5 grams): $140.95

Apistan Strips. The Varroa mite has presented quite a challenge to beekeepers
throughout the USA. Left untreated, you will lose your hive. Apistan(tm) is a
product proven effective against Varroa mites. Just place two strips in each hive
before and after the honey flow. Detailed instructions are included with each order,
and should be followed precisely. Note: Never medicate when there is honey on
the hive for human consumption.
Price (10 strips) : $29.95
Price (100 strips) : $193.95

Terra-Brood. Terra-Brood is a ready-to-use medicated feed mix that includes the
antibiotic Terramycin™. Terra-Brood is fed to the bees in the spring and fall to help
prevent European and American Foulbrood. It's so easy to use! Just sprinkle a little
Terra-Brood on the top bars of the frames. Detailed instructions are on every jar.
Terra-Brood should be used in conjunction with Fumidil-B. Note: As with any
medication, never use this product when there is honey on the hive for human
consumption. One pound jar. Price: $7.95

Pollen Booster. Feeding your bees a pollen substitute in the early spring is a surefire way to stimulate egg laying in the queen, boost brood production and ensure a
strong, productive colony. Our Pollen Booster is an easy way to give your bees the
protein they need in the spring. Just mix the dry powder with water, form into
patties, and place patties on the top bars of the brood chamber. You get two or four
16-ounce packets of Pollen Booster -- that's enough for four to eight feedings.
Price (2 pack):
$10.00
Price (4-pack):
$19.00
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Honey-B-Healthy™. Here it is! A truly amazing product that everyone is talking
about. Honey-B-Healthy is a feeding stimulant that contains 100% pure essential
oils approved by the EPA for use with honey bees. The benefits of essential oils
and beekeeping are well known. Essential oils seem to stimulate the immune
system of the bees keeping them healthy even with the presence of mites and the
pathogens they carry. Just add a teaspoon of this concentrate to your sugar syrup
feedings to promote healthy, vigorous hives. Honey-B-Healthy contains spearmint
and lemongrass oils. The 16 ounce bottle is enough for two dozen one gallon
feedings of sugar syrup. The gallon size is enough for over 190 feedings.
Price (16 ounce bottle): $23.95
Price (1 gallon jug): $125.00

Menthol Crystals. Menthol is proven effective in controlling tracheal mites. These
prepackaged packets make application easy. Just place a bag on the top bars of
each hive when the daily temperature is above 60 degrees, and be sure to remove
before you add your honey supers. Detailed instructions are included with each
order, and should be followed precisely. Four packs (unused packs may be kept in
a zipper-lock bag in your freezer). Note: Never medicate when there is honey on
the hive for human consumption. Price: $22.95

Terramycin. Helps prevent European and American Foulbrood. We find the
easiest way to feed this to your bees is by adding a teaspoon of Terramycin™ to a
gallon of sugar syrup. Feed the medicated syrup to each of your hives in the Spring
and Fall, and your bees will reward you with lots and lots of honey. Terramycin™
should be used in conjunction with Fumagilin-B. Note: Never medicate when there
is honey on the hive for human consumption. Price: $6.95

Wax Moth Control. When you store your honey supers between seasons, they
can become infested with wax moths. What a mess that makes as they burrow
away at your wax foundation. Keep wax moths out of your empty honey supers by
sprinkling these dry Paradichloro Benzene (PDB) crystals on your stack of empty
stored supers. Works like a charm. Detailed instructions are included with each
order, and should be followed precisely. 16 ounce package. Price: $8.95

We Guarantee Your Satisfaction 100%
Our policy is simple. We strive for personalized service and the highest quality products. If for any reason
you are not completely happy with the products you've ordered, you may return them at any time for a
100% refund. No questions asked. Bee-Commerce recognizes that the quality of service is just as
important as the quality of the products we offer. We do everything we can to ensure your loyalty by
providing friendly, accurate and fast service. We have scoured the globe to bring you the best-quality
supplies available in the world. We never carry the inferior-quality goods (2nd or 3rd grade) found in so
many other bee supply catalogues. We never compromise quality to cut costs. You'll discover that the
products we offer are simply the best available anywhere and will give you many years of enjoyment. And
with our 100% satisfaction guarantee, you can order with complete confidence.
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HONEY HARVEST SUPPLIES
Deluxe Honey Harvest Kit. Are you ready for your first honey harvest? Not sure
what to get? Well here's a nifty kit that includes several of our best-quality honey
harvest products. You get a wood frame queen excluder, one triangle escape
board, our best-quality clear pine shallow honey super, metal frame spacer, 10
wooden honey frames, 10 sheets of pure beeswax shallow foundation, metal
support pins, a thermostatically controlled uncapping knife, our premium double
screen stainless steel honey strainer, and our heavy gauge five gallon bottling
bucket. Harvesting is a breeze when you have the right tools...and these are just what you will need.
Happy harvesting! Price: $239.00

Fume Board and Fisher’s Bee Quick. Here's a great combo for clearing your
honey supers of bees. Place some Bee-Quick on our fume board, put it on top of
your honey supers. The bees will immediately march down into the deep supers,
allow you to safely remove the honey from the hive. You won't believe how fast
and easy this is. Seven ounces of Bee-Quick is included with each fume board.
Bee-Quick is a product that is safe, all natural, and has a pleasant vanilla/almond
aroma (no horrible odors or hazardous warnings like other competing products).
Bee Quick comes with spray pump. Price: $32.95
Fisher’s Bee Quick. Bee-Quick is the most enjoyable product we've ever used to
clear bees out of honey supers. In fact, I think it's one of the best beekeeping
products to come along in a decade. In the past, such products have been made
from hazardous chemicals, and they smelled simply dreadful. But not Bee-Quick.
This new product not only does the job, but it is made from a natural, non-toxic
blend of oils and herbal extracts. And its vanilla/almond scent smells wonderful!.
Just place a small amount of Bee-Quick on a fume board, and watch the bees
clear the honey supers. 7 ounce bottle comes with spray pump. Price: $16.50

Best Electric Uncapping Knife. Slice smoothly through your cappings with this
electrically heated and thermostatically controlled uncapping knife. Wooden handle
remains cool to the touch . 110 volt operation. Price: $89.00

Double Stainless Honey Strainer. This beautiful double-screen strainer fits nicely
over a 5-gallon honey pail. It does a terrific job of filtering those little bits of wax and
debris out of your extracted honey. The result? Sparkling, all-natural honey. Our
strainer is top-quality, and is constructed entirely out of stainless steel for a lifetime
of service. Price $56.95
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Disposable Honey Filters. Here's a no-fuss way to filter your honey. These
disposable plastic filters fit perfectly on our deluxe bottling bucket or on any 5
gallon pail. You can either toss them out when your done, or rinse under warm
water and use them again. The super fine mesh filters out all debris leaving your
honey sparkling clean. You get four filters -- plenty for even the most robust honey
harvest! Price: $14.95

Stainless Steel Honey Extractor. This is our most popular unit! Sparkling
stainless steel design and quality construction. The gears are smooth operating
plastic with a 3:1 ratio. Basket holds up to 4 frames. Built-in nylon honey gate. A
super value and a great way to begin harvesting your crop! Price: $285.00

Stainless Steel Honey Extractor (With Filter). Same as our best-selling compact
extractor plus handy built-in filter and stainless steel holding tank. Tank holds 100
pounds of extracted, filtered honey, ready for bottling. A real time saver! Price:
$369.95

Best Radial Honey Extractor. This model's a lifesaver if you have a bunch of
honey to harvest. The radial design of this nifty extractor means both sides of your
shallows are extracted at the same time. There's no need to flip them over!
Beautiful stainless steel construction. Holds 9 shallow honey frames. Price:
$395.00

Ross Rounds™ Comb Honey Kit. You will love this kit! Here's everything you
need to collect, harvest and package 32 beautiful and all-natural combs of honey.
ROSS ROUNDS™ equipment makes comb honey production easy. Just put one of
these special supers on your hive, and watch the bees fill the special round rings
with honey. Includes molded plastic covers that fit on both sides of the finished
section and are held in place by a wrap-around tamper-evident, self-adhesive
label. Kit comes fully assembled and ready to put on your hive. Kit includes special
wooden super, 32 comb honey cartridges, ultra thin foundation, 64 plastic covers
and 32 colorful wrap-around labels. Price: $67.95. Refill Kit: $47.95

Deluxe Double Uncapping Tank. When you are ready for your first honey
harvest, this dandy device is just what you need. Includes plastic honey gate valve,
uncapping cross bar, and metal grid for draining cappings. Put its cover on
overnight and let the honey drain into the bottom storage tank. Processes up to 80
shallow frames at a time, and holds 60 pounds of drained honey in the bottom
tank. Some say the sweetest honey comes from the cappings! Price: $139.95

Bottling Bucket with Honey Gate. I keep a few of these heavy-gauge white
plastic pails on hand for honey harvest time. Pail holds 5 gallons (60 pounds) of
honey. Adjustable honey gate valve makes bottling a breeze. Sure-seal lid is
included. Price: $26.95
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Unbreakable Honey Jars. Folks just love getting honey in these great-looking
crystal-clear containers. The handy flip-top spout makes serving honey neat and
easy. The bottles are lightweight and non-breakable plastic. And that means you
can safely ship honey to friends and relatives. Classic design. Built-in safety seal.
Comes in both 1 and 2 pound size.
Case of 24 one-pound jars: $22.95
Case of 12 two-pound jars: $12.95

Honey Bear Jars. Everyone adores these cute little bears. What a terrific way to
package and market your honey. The plastic squeeze bottle makes dispensing
honey easy and neat. And kids love them! These honey bears are made from clear
plastic (image shows honey in bottle). Holds 12 ounces of honey. Case of 12
honey bear jars with lids and caps. Price: $12.95

Stainless Steel Mouse Guard. This is our top-of-the-line mouse guard. It is
magnificent! This guard is crafted from a single, heavy-gauge piece of stainless
steel. With quality like this, it's the last mouse guard you'll ever have to buy. Simply
place our stainless steel mouse guard at the entrance of your hive before the cold
weather sets in. The bees can get in and out through the holes, but the small
entrances are too small for our little furry friends. Perforated entrance design also
improves the hive's winter ventilation! You'll want one stainless steel mouse guard
for each of your hives. Price: $7.50

Triangle Bee Escape Board. A day before your harvest, put this nifty device
below the honey supers you plan to remove. The triangle maze allows the bees to
move downwards, but they are unable to return into the honey supers. When you
return the next day to remove the supers, the bees are cleared. Amazing! Comes
fully assembled. Price: $19.95
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BOOKS, VIDEOS, ETC.
Book: Beekeeping for Dummies (autographed). The best selling book on
beekeeping and ranked as the number-one book on this topic by both Amazon and
Barnes and Noble. This easy-to-use reference is a life-saver for both new and
experienced beekeepers. It's chock full of helpful hints, methods, techniques and
contains the most up-to-date information on how to be a successful back yard
beekeeper. "Beekeeping for Dummies" is beautifully organized for years of helpful
reference. Both humorous and practical, this book is a must-have for any beekeeper's
library. 336 pages. Over 150 photographs and illustrations, with eight pages of
stunning color images. Howland Blackiston will autograph your copy! Price: $20.00
Book: The Queen and I. There must be a hundred books on the subject of
beekeeping in my library, but this is the one that launched my love affair with honey
bees. Professional Beekeeper Ed Weiss (co-owner of bee-commerce) writes with
warmth and humor as he takes the reader through the emotional joys and technical
steps of becoming a successful back yard beekeeper. Season after season you'll
use this book to refresh your memory and confirm what you need to do next.
Delightful! Hard cover, 204 pages with many helpful illustrations. Price: $20.00
Video: Introduction to Beekeeping. Professional Beekeeper Ed Weiss takes you
step by step through your first year of beekeeping. Watch Ed as he shows you how
to introduce your bees into their new hive; look over Ed's shoulder as he finds
eggs, larvae, pollen and honey in the honeycomb cells. Learn how to capture a
swarm of bees. And many, many more informative steps that take you through
your first season of beekeeping. This color video is the new beekeeper's best
friend! 58 minutes (NTSC format). VHS Price: $25.00 DVD Price: $29.95

Color Honey Bee Wall Poster Set. You get two highly informative color wall
posters with this set. One takes you step-by-step through the beekeeper's year,
and the other explains the various phases in the life of the honeybee. I keep these
posted on the wall of my garage for easy reference and referral. They also make
great educational tools for presentations and demonstrations. Note: posters are in
full-color. Price: $29.95

Book: Observation Hives. This is by far the best and most complete reference
book on how to set up, maintain and use a "window to the world of honeybees".
This is a super companion to our Deluxe 6-Frame Observation Hive. The book
explains in detail how to manage an observation hive in nearly any location. Learn
how to use an observation hive as a teaching tool in nature centers, school rooms,
museums and other educational sites. Lots of helpful photographs and illustrations.
Spiral bound, 108 pages. By Dewey Caron and Thomas Webster. Price: $21.50

Book: Honey Bee Biology. A beauty of a book with lots of helpful illustrations and
photographs. "Honey Bee Biology and Beekeeping" explains bee biology, what
bees do, and provides the tools which make it possible for an individual to
successfully manage bee colonies. Bees and beekeeping are explained in a
manner meaningful to a person who lacks an extensive background or knowledge
of biology. Author Dr. Dewey M. Caron is professor of Entomology at the University
of Delaware, and is one of the top authorities on honeybees. This hefty book is a
must-have for every beekeeper's library! Hard cover, 355 pages. Price: $40.00
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BEE RELATED GIFTS
Solid Brass Bee Door Knocker. You will love our new Bee Door Knocker. This is
truly magnificent quality, and the perfect adornment for any beekeeper’s front door.
Designed, sculpted and signed by artisan Michael Healy, it is cast in solid brass
(which accounts for its substantial weight). The bee is hand-crafted using the ageold art of foundry casting. Your Brass Bee Door Knocker is coated with clear
lacquer to protect its highly polished finish. Comes with mounting hardware.
Measures 4 ½” in length. Price: $129.95

Honey Dispenser. Clear glass honeycomb container with glass stand. Trigger
design easily starts and stops honey flow with no mess. This charming dispenser
makes a great gift, and it would look great on your breakfast table! Lid should be
hand-washed, but the glass stand and container are dishwasher safe. Holds 8
ounces of honey. Price $19.95

Bee Good to Yourself Gift Box. Bee good to yourself or someone you love with
this assortment of self-pampering goodies. Products come packaged in a natural
craft box. Here's what you get: ApiGelati™ Bees wax lip balm with organza bag (.5
oz); Lavender body oil (16 oz); and Handmade soap, (4 oz. bar) with wooden dish
(Please let us choose scent). Top quality products made from all-natural
ingredients. What a great gift! Price: $35.50

Honey Bee Healing Gift Box. Here's a great gift idea full of all-natural,
handmade products from Red Bee® Studio. Everything is handmade, all-natural,
and cheerfully nestled in a natural craft box. From Red Bee Studio. Here's what
you get: Bee Kiss Hand Salve (2 oz); Queen Bee Foot Rub (1oz); Handmade
Soap (4 oz.) with wooden dish (Please let us choose scent); and Bees wax lip
balm with organza bag (.5 oz.). This handsome assortment makes a super gift!
Price: $25.50

Please Visit Our Website for Additional Gift Ideas: www.bee-commerce.com

www.bee-commerce.com
Hopewell Harmony, LLC
11 Lilac Lane
Weston, CT 06883 USA
800-784-1911
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ORDER
WORKSHEET
www.bee-commerce.com
2004
Hopewell Harmony, LLC
11 Lilac Lane, Weston, CT 06883
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800- 784-1911
Customer Name: ______________________________________________________________________
Address: (UPS can’t deliver to PO Box) ________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________________________ State: _______ Zip: ____________
Telephone: (

)_______________________________ Email: ______________________________

Visa, MasterCard or American Express: _______________________________ Exp. Date:________ ___

Quantity

Product Description

Unit Price

Total Price

NOTE: Fax or mail this form to us and we will add your UPS shipping charges. Your order
total/confirmation (including UPS shipping charges) will be emailed or telephoned to you before we
process and ship your order.
Or call us, toll-free, to place your order: 1-800-784-1911.
YOUR SPECIAL SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS:
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